
St Alban’s Catholic Primary School – Summer Term Curriculum Overview  

 

Year Group/Class:         Roche Term: Summer 
Class text/texts: 
Cops and Robbers 
Allan Ahlberg and Janet Ahlberg 
 

Amazing Grace 
Mary Hoffman 

 
Speaking and Listening: 
I can retell parts of a story and 
predict what might happen next. 
I can discuss words or phrases. 
I can say most speech sounds 
clearly. 

English (Writing):  
Basic Skills 
Wanted Poster 
Persuasive leaflet 
Letter 
 
Speaking and listening: 
I can say what I want to write about. 
I can explain how to use capital letters and full stops. 
I can use the conjunction ‘and’ in a sentence. 

I can use a range of adjectives when describing something. 
 
 

History (Essentials): 
 
Rosa Parks 
 
Speaking and listening: 
I can talk about historical events. 
I can recount one change that 
has occurred in my life. 
I can talk about significant 
people from the past. 
I can use words and phrases 
such as a long time ago/years, 
decades and centuries to 
describe the passing of time. 

Maths (White Rose and cross –
curricular links): 
 
Multiplication and Division 
Fractions 
Place value (within 100) 
Geometry: Position and 
direction 
Measurement: Money 
Measurement: Time 
 
Speaking and listening: 
I can explain how I solve a 
problem. 
I can use mathematical 
vocabulary correctly. 

R.E. (Come and See): 
 
Holidays and Holydays 
Being Sorry 
Neighbours  
 
Speaking and listening: 
I can listen carefully in a 
group and take turns in a 
discussion. 
I can let someone else take a 
turn in a conversation when 
prompted. 
I can retell and role-play 
stories from the Bible. 

Geography (Essentials): 
 
Australia: Great Barrier Reef 

Science (Pzaz) 
 

Seasonal Changes 
Everyday Materials 

R.H.E (Ten: Ten): 
 
Created to live in the 
community  
 Music 

(St. Alban’ Music Curriculum):  
Singing- Sing a range of simple 
songs and hymns using 
breathing techniques. 
 
Listening – Musician of the 
week. 
 
Performing/Instrumental 
Performance – Compose a short 
musical sequence to reflect a 
storm at sea and use classroom 
instruments to perform. 

Computing 
(Purple Mash): 
 
Coding 
Lego Builder 
 

Art and Design (Essentials): 
 

Design and Technology 
(Essentials): 

P.E. (Essentials): 
 



Drawing and sculpture: 
Playful Making 

Portable Snacks. Net and Ball 
Striking and Fielding 
 

 


